Compare rst-order functional programs with higher-order programs allowing functions as function parameters. Can the the rst program class solve fewer problems than the second? The answer is no: both classes are Turing complete, meaning that they can compute all partial recursive functions. In particular, higher-order values may be rst-order simulated by use of the list constructor \cons" to build function closures.
Such results tend to minimize the meaning of di erences in programming paradigm, provided the languages involved are su ciently rich in ways to \program around." Our approach to studying expressivity. A language having unbounded storage/memory for data values, plus control allowing an unbounded number of operations on data values, will almost certainly be Turing complete. A way around this obstacle is progressively to restrict language features, removing one at a time until the resulting programming language is no longer Turing complete, and then to use computability and complexity theory to compare the absolute expressive power of the resulting \minilanguages." The e ect is to study expressivity of language constructions using complexity theory to compare di erent choices of language features.
Overview and interpretation of results
We precisely characterize, in terms of complexity classes, the e ects on expressive power of various combinations of three program restrictions. The rst concerns creation of new storage: are constructors of structured data allowed, or not? The second concerns the order of data values: 0, 1, or higher. The third concerns program control structures: general recursion, or only tail recursion, or only primitive recursion. The links are summed up in the table of Figure 2 .1, and con rm programmers' intuitions that higher-order types indeed give a greater problem-solving ability. In this paper we prove only the results of rows 3 and 4, the others being included for the sake of context.
Many combinations are Turing-complete, so such programs compute all the partial recursive functions. A classic Turing-incomplete language is got by restricting data to order 0 and control to \fold." Such programs compute the primitive recursive functions. Figure 2 .1 shows the e ect of higher-order types on the computing power of programs of type Bool]->Bool. Each entry is a complexity class, i.e., the collection of decision problems solvable by programs restricted by row and column indices. ro stands for \read-only," i.e., programs without constructors, and rw say meaningful things about programming languages. Complexity theory is traditionally used to classify hardness of decision problems, so we need to link decision problems with programs and their computations.
Linking decision problems and functional programs. In complexity theory a decision problem A is a set of strings over a nite alphabet , so A
. A solution to the problem is an algorithm that, given any x = a 1 a 2 : : : a n 2 , decides whether or not x 2 A. On the other hand, the e ect of a functional program p is to compute an input-output function p]]: In ! Out over data sets In, Out given by p's declarations. To solve a decision problem, program p can take as input a list of symbols, and return a truth value.
We can without loss of generality choose = f0; 1g, since larger alphabets can be encoded as bit strings. The characteristic function f A of set A f0; 1g , of type type f A : f0; 1g ! f0; 1g, satis es for all a 1 ; a 2 ; : : : ; a n 2 f0; 1g f(a 1 a 2 : : : a n ) = if a 1 a 2 : : : a n 2 A then 1 else 0
Henceforth we shall identify 0,1 with False, True and encode string a 1 a 2 : : : a n as boolean list a 1 ; a 2 ; : : : ; a n ], making the analogy between decision problems and programs with input-output type Bool] -> Bool exact. More generally, Figure 2 .1 concerns computational power of fully typed functional programs whose internal types are limited to ones formed from Bool and Bool] by function spaces ! 0 and Cartesian products 0 . No type of numbers is included, since if the numbers are bounded they can be simulated by tuples of Booolean variables; and if the numbers are unbounded, strange and unrealistic computations can be performed (as will be seen below).
Further, complexity and computability classes are invariant under many changes of data, problem, and even function representation. For example, if f : f0; 1g ! f0; 1g is in logspace, ptime, etc. and jf(x)j is bounded by a polynomial in jxj, then f is computable if and only if the function \ x; i : the i-th bit of f(x)" is computable. This justi es considering only programs with a single bit as output.
Restricting programs to input-output type Bool]->Bool side-steps two supercial di erences in expressivity having to do with computed values. One is that if a larger computation time is available, a longer results can be written out. Another is that higher-order data types allow new values to be expressed. It seems unreasonable, though, to regard either ability as greater expressiveness. If input-output data is restricted to Bool]->Bool then higher-order data, whether or not used internally, have no e ect on observable program behavior.
Interpretation of the results.
Figure 2.1 shows the e ect of higher-order types on the computing power of various restricted program classes. Some of the table entries have analogues, more or less close, in the existing literature (see below). The formulations, de nitions and contructions using functional programming are our own, and row 4, on higher-order tail recursive programs are new, to the best of the author's knowledge.
Explanation of the table. The restrictions ro and rw were explained above. With or without these restrictions, programs may have general recursion, tail recursion, or primitive recursion, yielding 6 combinations. There are only 5 rows, though, since rw=rwtr because an unrestricted program can be converted into a tail recursive equivalent by standard techniques involving a stack of activation records.
The column indices restrict the orders of program data types. An \order k + 1" program can have functions of type ! 0 where data type is of order k. Thus, for instance, the rst column describes rst-order programs, whose parameters are booleans or lists of booleans. Each entry is the collection of decision problems solvable by programs restricted by row and column indices.
Row 1: These program classes are all Turing complete. Consequently they can accept exactly the recursively enumerable subsets of f0; 1g .
Row 2: These programs have unlimited data operations and types, but control is limited to primitive recursion, familiar to functional programmers under the name \fold right". 1 Such rst-order programs accept exactly the sets whose characteristic functions are primitive recursive (true regardless of whether data are strings or natural numbers).
Higher-order primitive recursive functions appeared in G odel's System T many years ago (Girard, Lafont, Taylor, 1989) , (Voda, 1997) . They are currently of much interest in the eld of constructive type theory due to the Curry-Howard isomorphism, which makes it possible to extract programs from proofs. Primitive recursion comes because of proofs by induction; extraction of programs using general recursion is much less natural.
Row 3: These programs have unlimited control, but allow only read-only access to their data. List destructor operations hd and tl are allowed, but not the constructor cons. Even though this may seem a draconian restriction from a programmer's viewpoint, the class of problems that can be solved is respectably large. Order 1 programs can solve any problem that lies in ptime; order 2 programs, with rst-order functions as data values, can solve any problem in the quite large class exptime, etc. In general, any increase in the order of data types leads to a proper increase in the solvable problems, since it is known that ptime is properly contained in exptime, and so on up the hierarchy.
Row 4 characterizes read-only programs restricted to tail recursion, in which no function may call itself in a nested way. Order 1 tail recursive programs accept all and only problems in logspace, a well-studied subset of ptime. Higher-order tail recursive programs accept problems in the (properly) larger space-bounded classes pspace, expspace, etc.
(Tail recursion is of operational interest because at run time (assuming eager evaluation, i.e., call-by-value semantics) the call stack depth has a constant depth bound, regardless of input data. Such a program may be converted to nonrecursive imperative form by replacing each function call by a GOTO, and realizing function parameter passing by assignments to global variables.)
Row 5 characterizes read-only programs restricted so all recursion must be expressed using \fold right," i.e., only primitive recursion is allowed. Order 1 read-only primitive recursive programs accept only problems in logspace and are thus equivalent to tail-recursive programs. At higher orders this equivalence vanishes; the primitive recursive read-only programs' abilities to solve decision problems grow only at \half speed": a data order increase of 2 is needed to achieve the same increase in decision ability that an increase of 1 achieved for general or tail recursive programs.
Limit of rows 3, 4 and 5 It is clear that the union of the classes in row 3 equals the union for row 4 and for row 5. This is the class of problems solvable in time bounded by 2 2 2 n , where the height of the exponent stack is any natural number. This is well-known as the class of elementary sets, and was studied by logicians before complexity theory began.
Scope and contribution of this paper. The results in Rows 1 and 2 are classical, and not repeated here. We prove the results in rows 3 and 4 of Figure 2 .1. The results in Row 4 appear to be new; and the results in Row 3, while in a sense anticipated by (Goerdt, 1992) , are here proven for the rst time in a programming language context. The results in Row 5 are obtained from (Goerdt, 1992) and (Goerdt, Seidl, 1996) by re-interpreting results from nite model theory as sketched in the Appendix.
On the questions opening this article
It has long been known that order k + 1 primitive recursive programs are properly more powerful than order k primitive recursive programs, i.e., prim k rec. prim k+1 rec. This is of little practical interest, however, since even the order 0 class prim.rec. is enormous, properly containing such classes as nptime and elementary.
Does the use of functions as data values give a greater problem-solving ability? By Figure 2 .1 the answer is \no" for unrestricted programs, and \yes" for all the restricted languages we consider. The only uncertainty is with the read-only primitive recursive programs; for these, an increase in data order of at least 2 is needed in order to guarantee a proper increase in problem-solving power.
Is general recursion more powerful than tail recursion? For rst-order read-only programs, this question has classical import since, by the table's rst column (rows 3, 4) this is equivalent to the question: Is ptime a proper superset of logspace? This is, alas, an unsolved question, open since it was rst formulated in the early 1970s. An equivalent question (rows 3, 5): Is general recursion more powerful than primitive recursion?
However the situation is di erent for second and higher orders. For higher-order read-only programs, the question of whether general recursion is stronger than tail recursion is also open, equivalent to exptime pspace? But the answer is \yes" when comparing general recursion to primitive recursion, since it is known that exptime properly includes ptime.
On strongly normalizing languages. If we assume as usual that programs in a strongly normalizing language have only primitive recursive control, there exist problems solvable by read-only general recursive programs with data order 1; 2; 3; : : :, but not solvable by read-only strongly normalizing programs of the same data orders. This suggests an inherent weakness in the extraction of programs from proofs by the Curry-Howard isomorphism.
2.3 A paradox? Intensional versus extensional program behavior.
Row 3, column 1 of Figure 2 .1 asserts that rst-order cons-free read-only programs can solve all and only the problems in ptime. Upon re ection this claim seems quite improbable, since it is easy (without using higher-order functions) to write cons-free read-only programs that run exponentially long before stopping. For example: f x = if x = ] then true else if f(tl x) then f(tl x) else false runs in time (2 n ) on an input list of length n (regardless of whether call-by-value or lazy semantics are used), due to computing f(tl x) again and again.
What is wrong? The seeming paradox disappears once one understands what it is that the proof accomplishes 2 . It has two parts:
Construction 1 shows that any rst-order cons-free read-only program decides a problem in ptime. Method: show how to simulate an arbitrary rst-order cons-free read-only program by a polynomial-time algorithm. Construction 2 shows that any problem in ptime is computable by some rstorder cons-free read-only program. Method: show how to simulate an arbitrary polynomial-time Turing machine by a rst-order cons-free read-only program.
The method of Construction 1 in e ect shows how to simulate a cons-free readonly program faster than it runs. It is not a step-by-step simulation, but uses a nonstandard \memoizing" semantic interpretation. (For the example above the value of f(tl x) would be saved when rst computed, and fetched from memory each time the call is subsequently performed.)
The method of Construction 2 yields programs that almost always take exponential time to run; but this is not a contradiction since by Construction 1 the problems they are solving can be decided in polynomial time.
3 Related work and acknowledgements Much work that relates complexity and logical or programming languages has different starting points and motivations. Many papers have as goal to characterize resource-bounded computational complexity classes in terms of logical, recursiontheoretic or other formalisms. Examples (ordered by increasing distance from programming languages) include recursive functions, the lambda calculus, program schemata, nite model theory, and category theory.
Work directly relating programming languages and complexity theory. This paper's aim is precisely to characterize the computational power of several restrictions of a realistic programming language. (Jones, 1999 ) is one of the few papers focused on that interface; it characterizes the power of rst-order read-only programs in complexity terms. The logspace and ptime entries in column 1 appear there, and in (Jones, 1997) as Theorems 24.1.7, Corollary 24.2.4 and Theorem 24.2.5. Here these results are extended to arbitrary nite data orders, and to tail recursive programs.
The results have still deeper roots. The logspace result strengthens a \folklore" result on multihead read-only Turing machines; and the ptime result corresponds to a result on \two-way auxiliary pushdown automata" proven by Cook, before his P-NP paper (Cook, 1971) . The contribution of (Jones, 1997; Jones, 1999) was to re-express Cook's result using a recursive programming language.
Relative expressivity. A signi cant step forward in relative expressivity (a eld with many conjectures but few proven results) was (Pippenger, 1997) , which showed that pure LISP must be slower by a logarithmic factor than \impure" LISP. More precisely, a certain problem (applying a permutation on-line) was proven to require time (n log n) in pure Lisp, but to be solvable in time O(n) in impure Lisp with setcar and setcdr. Interestingly, (Bird, Jones, De Moor, 1998) show that the same problem can be solved in time O(n) in a language with lazy evaluation, so such languages are intrinsically faster than rst-order eager languages. A proof that their construction actually runs in linear time is found in (Neergaard, 1999) .
Recursive function and category theory. Recursive function de nition schemes can be regarded as de ning programming languages, for instance the primitive recursive function de nitions, and the subhierarchy studied by (Grzegorczyk, 1953) and others. (Cobham, 1964) gave an early characterization of ptime involving external size bounds analogous to those of Grzegorczyk, but using recursion on notation. (Voda, 1994) relates primitive recursion and subrecursion to programming languages, using a data structure like that of (Jones, 1997 ). An \intrinsic" approach characterizing ptime by tiered recursion on notation 3 is seen in (Bellantoni and Cook, 1992) , and has inspired much work since then, some involving categorical concepts (Bellantoni, Niggl, Schwichtenberg, 1998; Hofmann, 1999) .
Typed lambda calculi. A series of papers by Leivant (some with Marion) characterize complexity clases in terms of simply typed lambda calculi with recurrence constants, including (Leivant, 1989; Leivant and Marion, 1993; Leivant and Marion, 1999) . In particular they study calculi extended by functions and operations on an algebra of words over f0; 1g, and characterize ptime, pspace and several other classes. The earlier works had rather complex formulations mostly related to rami ed recurrence, but (Leivant, 1999) characterizes these classes by much simpler syntactic restrictions on the form of program control. (Hillebrand, Kanellakis, 1996) studies expressivity of lambda calculus variants that abstract an ML subset, characterizing the regular sets, and k-Exptime and k-Expspace queries over ordered nite structures. The paper makes an odd assumption, that encodings of rst-order data can vary from one program to another. (Hillebrand, 1994 ) studies relations among the lambda calculus, nite model theory, and databases.
Program schemata. (Paterson, Hewitt, 1970 ) was a pathbreaking early paper, and recursion removal has been a recurring theme in this eld. Complexity characterizations related to data types appear in (Kfoury, Tiuryn, Urzyczyn, 1987) and (Kfoury, Tiuryn, Urzyczyn, 1992) . The di erence between recursion and iteration when higher order data are involved is studied in (Kfoury, 1997; Kfoury, 1999) . From a schematic viewpoint, answers to the questions asked about program behavior must be valid for all possible interpetations of the domains and base functions appearing in a given program. Such results are less directly relevant to programming languages than ours; programmers naturally use a single, xed data interpretation.
Finite model theory. Many complexity characterizations have been made of problems involving nite model theory, with (Jones, Selman 74) apparently the rst in a eld developed quite considerably since then (Gurevich, 1983; Gurevich, 1984; Immerman, 1987; Goerdt, 1992) .
There is a natural connection between computation by read-only programs and in nite model theory as de ned by Gurevich and others, close enough that some complexity characterizations from nite model theory imply corresponding results about read-only programs. The connection requires enough de nitional machinery, though, that to avoid breaking the continuity of the presentation we defer it to an Appendix. The only results we do not prove here using functional programming are those of row 5.
Finite model versions of the logspace and ptime entries in column 1 were shown by Gurevich. Goerdt proved nite model versions of all of row 3. Some rather complex constructions establish the rst 4 columns in row 5 in (Goerdt, 1992; Goerdt, 1992) ; and (Goerdt, Seidl, 1996) shows that the space-time alternation extends to arbitrary data orders.
Acknowledgements. Thanks are due to Bruce Kapron, for pointing out the similarity between Gurevich and Goerdt's nite model theory results with mine on rst-order read-only programs; to the anonymous referees; to Amir Ben-Amram for many useful discussions; to Peter M ller Neergaard for pointed and useful comments on an earlier draft; to Pawel Urzyczyn and Assaf Kfoury; and to Daniel Leivant for general encouragement and inspiration in this borderland between complexity theory and programming languages. 4 A functional programming language and some sublanguages 4.1 Syntax
Our programs are all expressed in a Haskell-like named combinator form. This is well-known to be equivalent to the lambda calculus with explicit binding and recursion operators and . Semantics-preserving constructions taking named combinator to lambda form and vice versa may be seen in (Goerdt, 1992) , or in many other sources. For notational simplicity, syntax and semantics are rst given for untyped programs.
De nition 4. A read-only (or cons-free) program is one with no constructor operator \:". Program examples will be given in a Haskell-like syntax, using if e 0 then e 1 else e 2 in place of if e 0 e 1 e 2 , and Haskell conveniences such as pattern matching, where and case expressions. We leave it to the reader to check that they may be converted into the simple syntax above.
Semantics
Our language has a closure-based call-by-value semantics (laziness would give no programming advantages, and would require a more complex semantics). Expression evaluation is based on a set of inference rules appearing in Figure 4 .1, one for each form of expression in the language. A \closure" is a device to represent a data value which is a function. In -calculus implementations a closure consists of a -abstraction together with an environment holding the values of all its free variables. In our named combinator syntax, a simpler form can be used: a closure is a function name together with an incomplete parameter list, written hf; v 1 : : : v i i. 
De nition 4.4
Program p has data order k if every ; i in any de ned function has order k or less. Thus f above has order k + 1 if at least one i or has order k, justifying the usual term \ rst-order program" for one that manipulates data of order 0. We will see that the problem of deciding question \x 2 A?" for a set A f0; 1g can be solved by a rst-order read-only program if and only if the question is decidable by a polynomial-time algorithm, i.e., i the set A is in ptime. Analogous results will be seen for higher types and complexity classes.
5 Turing machines and complexity classes De nition 5.1 A Turing machine program has form tm = I 1 I 2 : : : I m where each instruction I`has one of the forms right, left, write S or if S goto`0 else`0 0 where S 2 f0; 1; Bg and`;`0 2 f1; 2; : : :; m; m + 1g.
A tape is a sequence of symbols from f0; 1; Bg. Conceptually the tape has an in nite number of blanks to the right, even though any single computation will be nite. However, time-and space-bounded Turing machines will have natural bounds for tape length. A con guration C is a pair of control point and tape with scanned Semantics is as usual. A computation by program tm on input a 1 a 2 : : : a n 2 f0; 1g (each a i 2 f0; 1g) is a series tm : C 0`C1`: : :`C r where C 0 = (1; Ba 1 : : : a n B : : :), the initial con guration for a 1 a 2 : : : a n 2 f0; 1g .
The 1. String a 1 a 2 : : : a n 2 f0; 1g is accepted by tm i the scanned symbol b i in C r is 1. 2. Suppose Turing machine program tm terminates on all inputs. We de ne the set accepted by tm to be Accept tm = fx 2 f0; 1g j tm accepts x g 3. Turing program tm runs in time T(n) if for all a 1 a 2 : : : a n 2 f0; 1g , tm has a computation tm : C 0`C1`: : :`C r where r T(n).
4. Turing program tm runs in space S(n) if if for all a 1 a 2 : : : a n 2 f0; 1g , tm has a computation tm : C 0`C1`: : :`C r with scanpos(C i ) S(n) for i 2 f0; 1; : : :; rg. 5. time(T (n)) = fAccept tm j Turing machine tm runs in time T(n)g 6. space(S(n)) = fAccept tm j Turing machine tm runs in space S(n)g De nition 5.3 exp 0 (n) = n exp k+1 (n) = 2 exp k (n) We use base 2 logarithms and assume log 0 = log 1 = 1 to avoid special cases for program inputs of length 0 or 1. Time or space bounds will have form exp k (a log n). This is a polynomial for k = 1 since 2 a log n = n a . Sublinear time or space bounds. A bound of form exp 0 (a log n) = a log n does not t our formulation, since a log n is less than the minimum space n required to store the input, or the time to read all of it. For space, however, a well-studied generalization is to use a Turing machine with two tapes: a read-only input tape containing the input, and a read-write work tape, whose length is the measure of space usage. Formal de nition is omitted, as we make no constructions with this model, only referring to results known from the literature. Given this extended de nition, class space(exp 0 (a log n)) = space(a log n) is meaningful, and we de ne logspace = exp ?1 space = S a space(a log n) (Savage, 1998) or (Jones, 1997) .
6 Simulating Turing machines by read-only functional programs We now prove Figure 2.1's containments one way: given a problem A f0; 1g in a Turing-de ned complexity class, we show there is an appropriately restricted functional program that accepts A. The starting point is a Turing machine tm accepting A.
6.1 Simulation approach Section 6.2 shows how to simulate a space-bounded Turing program by a tailrecursive functional program that in essence executes it one step at a time in the forward direction. The forward simulation shows all the space bounds in row 4 of Figure 2 .1 except the rst. It is not needed here since established in (Jones, 1999) . Section 6.4 shows how to simulate the e ect of a time-bounded Turing program by a general recursive functional program that in essence does a backward execution of the Turing program. The backward simulation establishes all the time bounds in row 3 of Figure 2 .1.
The main parts of both simulations are rst-order, and represent information about the Turing machine's con gurations using our functional language, with a temporary extension to natural numbers. At rst we simply assume existence of an unbounded built-in abstract data type Nat for the natural numbers, and natural operations on them. Once the algorithms are understood, and bounds established for the numbers involved, the natural number type and operations will be eliminated, replaced by encodings into higher-order types realized by a \counting module". This is a set of tail-recursive read-only programs that realize the needed numeric operations without using numbers. The Turing machine's initial tape contents, given input string a 1 ...a n 2 f0; 1g , is Ba 1 : : : a n B : : :. Program Tr tm rst constructs the pair (0,r) representing the tape, where number r (computed by \bits2number") encodes input list as = a 1 ,...,a n ] as described above. Functions execute 1 , etc., are executed, each simulating the corresponding Turing instruction.
Program Tr tm clearly has data order 0, and is read-only. If program tm is a space S(n)-bounded Turing machine, then the number of nonblank symbols in any reachable con guration (`; b 0 b 1 : : : b i b i+1 : : :) is at most S(n). The tape is encoded as a pair(l; r) of ternary numbers, so l; r 3 S(n) .
Tail recursion for rst-order programs
Before arguing that Tr tm is tail recursive, the term must be de ned. This is straightforward for rst-order programs; the more subtle higher-order case is treated later in Section 6.7. The following de nitions concern an occurrence of one expression e within another e 0 , for example, the rst \hd x" within \if null(hd x) then tl x else hd x". An occurrence of e within e 0 may be identi ed with a path from the root of e 0 's syntax tree to a subtree containing e. De nition 6.3
1. An occurrence of expression e in e 0 is in tail position in e 0 if either e 0 = e, or e 0 has form if e 1 then e 2 else e 3 , and the e occurrence is in tail position in either e 2 or e 3 . This de nition is recursive, so in case e 0 is a decision tree, all of its leaves are in tail position.
2. Let a complete call be an application g e 1 e 2 : : : e r where r = arity(g by choosing a function name partial order with even odd. C. A program satisfying condition 3 above can also be implemented imperatively since at run time the call stack depth has a constant depth bound, regardless of input data, so again a static storage layout may be used.
D. This fact implies that any tail recursive program may be translated into strict tail recursive form. The strictness requirement has, however, deleterious effects on program readability (e.g., greatly increasing the numbers of functional arguments), so we use the more general Condition 3 or its higher-order analogue in the rest of the paper.
We will discuss higher-order tail recursive programs in Section 6.7, after some examples have been seen. First, consider tail recursiveness of program Tr tm above.
Lemma 6.4
If A 2 space(S(n)) and S(n) n, then A is accepted by a rst-order read-only tail-recursive number program Tr tm . Further, the natural numbers used by Tr tm on length n inputs never exceed 3 S(n) .
Proof Program Tr tm from Lemma 6.2 is tail recursive (in fact, strictly tail recursive).
6.4 General recursive simulation of a Turing machine Proposition 6.5
If A 2 time(T (n)) where T(n) n and T(n) is computable by a rst-order readonly number program, then A is accepted by a rst-order read-only tail-recursive number program F tm . Further, the natural numbers used by F tm on length n inputs are never exceed T(n). Given input as = a 1 a 2 : : : a n 2 f0; 1g , question \as 2 A?" is decided by computing the nal tape cell in the computation of tm on as, answering \yes" if it is 1, else \no." The functional program computes, for any time t 2 f0; 1; 2; : : :; T(n)g, functions scan t = the scanning position i 2 f0; 1; 2; : : :; T(n)g at time t pgmctr t = the label`of the instruction executed at time t tape t i = the tape symbol found at position i at time t All these are computed by backward simulation of Turing machine program tm on input as = a 1 a 2 : : : a n 2 f0; 1g . The simulating functional program F tm appears in Figure 6 .3. Remarks on how the simulator works.
1. On input a 1 ; : : : ; a n ], program F tm rst computes t = T(n) (via timebound). the position of the scanned tape symbol at time t is the same as at time t-1, unless the instruction executed at time t-1 was right or left. 4. Explanation of tape t i code. At start (t=0), the tape is B a 1 . . . a n B...B.
Functions inputtape and ith nd the appropriate symbol within this. If t > 0, the i-th tape symbol at time t is the same symbol as at time t-1, unless the instruction executed at time t-1 wrote some symbol S over it. 5. Explanation of pgmctr t code. At start (t=0), instruction 1 is to be executed.
If t > 0, the instruction executed at time t depends on the instruction Iè xecuted at time t-1. If I`is not a test, the next instruction is I`+ 1 , otherwise the branch taken depends on the scanned symbol. If`= m+1, then execution has terminated so the nal program counter has the value it had at time t-1. Remarks on the form of the simulator. For the sake of readability, program F tm was written with a few violations of the requirement that all parameters must be of order 0 built from Bool and Bool], or natural numbers bounded by T(n) for inputs of length n. We show that the violations are easily overcome. 
Counting
Our current goal is to prove Figure 2 .1's containments one way: given problem A f0; 1g in a Turing-de ned complexity class, we show that there exists an appropriately restricted functional program that accepts A, i.e., computes its characteristic function. To complete the proofs we show that read-only functional programs with data order k can count as high as exp k+1 (a log n) when given an input of length n, using neither \cons" nor built-in arithmetic. Further, the arithmetic computations needed in the Turing machine simulations just seen can be done. The rst condition is that the seed function yields a representation of f(n) ? 1, if
given an arbitrary a 1 ; a 2 ; : : : ; a n ] of length n > 0. The remaining conditions are that ztest represents the zero test on natural numbers, and pred represents the predecessor. Lemma 6.11 will show that the other functions used in the Turing simulations can also be computed by read-only programs. Lemma 6.7
There is a n : n + 1-counting module C with data-order 0, read-only programs.
Proof
Represent a number between 0 and n by the length of a su x bs of input as = a 1 ,a 2 . . . ,a n ]. Choose Nat = Bool], and de ne decode(bs) = jbsj. This ranges from 0 to n (n = n + 1 ? 1) as bs ranges over su xes of as. The following program fragment de nes seed, ztest and pred. For any k 0 and a > 0 there exists a n : exp k+1 (a log n)-counting module C de ned by read-only programs with data order k.
The case k = 0 was just shown (since 2 a log n = n a ). Let f(n) = exp k+1 (a log n), and suppose inductively that an f-counting module C k = (Nat k ; decode k ; seed k ; ztest k ; pred k ) with read-only programs is given, representing numbers up to f(n)?1 when seed k is given a length-n boolean list as parameter. We need to represent any number between 0 and 2 f(n) ? 1 = exp k+1 (a log n) ? 1. Thinking of such a number as a bit string b f(n)?1 . . . b 1 b 0 of length f(n), it can be represented by a function from bit positions into booleans, i.e., a function g : Nat k ! fTrue; Falseg. We thus construct a n : 2 f(n) -counting module C k+1 = (Nat k+1 ; decode k+1 ; seed k+1 ; ztest k+1 ; pred k+1 )
where Nat k+1 = (Nat k ->Bool,Nat k ). In a value (g, m) of type Nat k+1 ]], g is a function de ning a bit string, and m (never changed) is the bit string's length. Given the \bitwise" view, function decode k+1 : Nat k+1 ! IN is naturally de ned by: decode k+1 (g; m) = g(0) + 2g (1) This line of thought leads to the program code of Figure 6 .4. The seed k+1 code constructs a list all of whose bits are 1 (True). The ztest k+1 code tests its argument to see that every bit is 0, scanning from the left until the right end is reached (found by counting m down to zero). The pred k+1 (g,m) code returns (onetoright k+1 ,m) where bit i of onetoright k+1 is found by scanning g's bits from position i. If any among g (i-1) ,. . . , g(1), g(0) was True, then bit i of onetoright k+1 is unchanged; but if all were False, then bit i of onetoright k+1 is changed to its negation. Given a n : exp k+1 (a log n)-counting module C k , there exist read-only programs that de ne the following natural number functions and relations, where c > 1 is a natural number, assuming that no argument or result exceeds exp k+1 (a log n). x : 0, x : x + 1, x : x c, x : x c, x : x mod c
Relations and = Proof Straightforward programming using the techniques seen above.
Theorem 6.12 exp k time ro k for any k 0.
Proof Let A be accepted by Turing machine program tm that runs in time exp k (a log n). By Proposition 6.5, A is accepted by a program F tm using natural numbers bounded by exp k (a log n), and F tm is a data order 0 read-only functional number program.
By Lemma 6.10 there exists a n : exp k+1 (a log n)-counting module C de ned by read-only programs with data order k. By Lemma 6.11, the functions used in F tm 's Turing simulation can also be computed by order k read-only programs. Combining these three (F tm , the function de nitions of C and those from Lemma 6.11) yields an order k read-only program that simulates tm.
Intensional versus extensional polynomial time
Theorem 6.12 shows that read-only programs are quite expressive: even order 0 programs can decide all problems that lie in ptime. However, this does not imply that these programs themselves run in polynomial time. The point is that the order k programs were de ned by restrictions on program syntax, and not on their resource consumption. While fully satisfying from a theoretical viewpoint, Theorem 6.12 is thereby much less satisfying from a programmer's perspective. The reason is that it is easy to construct data-order 0 read-only programs that run in exponential time (regardless of whether call-by-value or lazy semantics are used), for instance the one in Section 2.3. Thus the very same programs that characterize the time complexity class ptime are running in times that lie outside that class.
There is no logical or mathematical con ict here. The proofs are by two simulations. The one direction (just seen) shows how, given a polynomial-time-bounded Turing machine, to build from it a read-only program that accepts the same inputs. However, it is easily veri ed that the constructed program will nearly always take exponential time to run! This is due to repeated solution of the same subproblems. Concretely, functions scan, tape and pgmctr of the Turing machine simulator of Proposition 6.5 call one another recursively, e.g., scan t calls both scan(t-1) and pgmctr(t-1), both of these call both of scan(t-2) and pgmctr(t-2), etc.
In the other direction we will show how, given an arbitrary read-only data-order 0 program (regardless of its running time), to build a polynomial-time-bounded Turing machine that accepts the same inputs. The construction uses a \memoizing" simulation technique quite di erent from normal functional program execution| particularly interesting since it in fact runs faster than the program it is simulating. 6.7 Tail recursion for higher-order programs On function arities. Operationally, a higher-order value is a closure hf; v 1 : : : v i i where i < arity(f). Such values are obtained by incomplete applications, e.g., a call f(x+1) where f has arity 2. Tracing control ow is complicated by the fact that a higher-order program may contain an application such as (u v) , where u is a function-valued parameter, as for instance in twice u v = u (u v).
The problem of nding a satisfactory syntactic formulation of higher-order tail recursiveness is decidedly nontrivial, for instance two de nitions, both reasonable from a lambda calculus viewpoint, are given in (Kfoury, 1997; Kfoury, 1999) , and then proven incomparable. Rather than enter into the issues raised by those papers, we take an operational approach su cient for the programs appearing in this paper. De nition 6.13 Program p is tail recursive if there is a partial order on the function names such that for any application f x 1 . . . x m =. . . e 1 e 2 . . . such that e 1 can evaluate to a closure hg; v 1 : : : v arity(g)?1 i, either (a) f>g, or (b) f g and the call (e 1 e 2 ) is in tail position. The de nition is semantic, referring to all program executions, and so undecidable in general. (Abstract interpretation can, however, safely approximate it.) Lemma 6.14 The programs in the n : exp k+1 (a log n)-counting modules C k shown to exist in Lemma 6.11 are all tail-recursive. Proof First, C 0 has no recursion at all. Second, note that functions in C k+1 call only functions in C k+1 and C k , or the function parameter g. The programs in C k+1 contain de nitions of seed k+1 ; big k+1 ; ztest k+1 ; isz k+1 ; pred k+1 ; bits k+1 ; onetoright k+1
Order the functions just listed linearly, with seed k+1 greatest and onetoright k+1 least; and order the functions in C k ,. . . , C 0 in the same way, but all less than onetoright k+1 . Inspecting the program code in the proof of Lemma 6.10 it is easy to see that 1. The only directly recursive calls are from isz k+1 and onetoright k+1 to themselves; and these calls are in tail position. 2. The remaining calls are all to functions lower in the order, or to parameter g.
3. g, of type Nat k ->Bool, is called only from isz k+1 ; bits k+1 , and onetoright k+1 .
Thus the only functions callable via g are ones in C k . These are lower in the function name order, so no recursion (tail or otherwise) can ensue.
Theorem 6.15 exp k?1 space rotr k for any k 0. Proof First, if k = 0, then exp ?1 space = logspace rotr 0 as proven in (Jones, 1999) . Now suppose k > 0 and A 2 space(exp k (a log n)), so A is accepted by a Turing machine running in space exp k (a log n). Without loss of generality a 1. Now k > 0 implies exp k (a log n)) n, so by Lemma 6.4, A is accepted by a tailrecursive functional program Tr tm with natural numbers bounded by 3 exp k (a log n)) for inputs of length n. It is easy to verify that 3 exp k (a log n)) exp k+1 (2a log n)).
A data order k read-only functional program that accepts A can thus be obtained by combining this program Tr tm with those shown to exist earlier. Lemma 6.10
shows existence of a k-order n : exp k+1 (2a log n))-counting module, and Section 6.5 shows it can be extended to compute the functions on numbers needed by Tr tm . By Lemma 6.14, the counting module programs are (higher-order) tail recursive.
7 Simulating read-only functional programs in bounded time or space
The remaining task is to prove that read-only functional programs can be simulated by Turing machines in su ciently small time or space. Unfortunately, this seems impossible by direct step-by-step simulation, due to the problem of exponential running times even for k = 0 pointed out in sections 2.3 and 6.6.
We resolve this problem by de ning two new semantics, one to minimize time, the other to minimize space. The desired results follow by analyzing the time and memory needed to execute the alternative semantics. Key points include the fact that the semantics are deterministic and allow left-to-right satisfaction of judgements in a rule; plus an observation on the size of the sets of data values computable by order k programs on inputs of length n.
The rst semantics accumulates during execution a \cache" recording, for all function calls that have been completed, both the input parameter values and the function's return value. This data structure allows repeated computations to be avoided completely, making in some cases an exponential improvement in running times.
The second semantics uses a stack of environments, pushed on function call and popped on return. Further, it uses the \tail recursion hack" to reduce memory usage: the environment on the stack top is overwritten whenever a function call in tail position is executed.
The two semantics are claimed to be equivalent to the original semantics on all programs. Their equivalence with the original are left as exercises for the reader.
Consider a \principal" n-ary judgement J pr ( ; : : : ; ) and any m-ary judgement J( ; : : : ; ). Field i of J is called structural in eld j of J pr if for every proof tree T with J pr (v 1 ; : : : ; v n ) as root, in every occurrence of J(w 1 ; : : : ; w m ) in T, eld w i is a substructure of v j .
Lemma 7.7 The semantics of Figure 4 .1 is locally deterministic. Further, eld e in judgement p, env`e! v is structural in eld p of principal judgement p]]v = w.
Proof
Inspection of the rules reveals that a) no two rules R have uni able binding elds in the conclusion, except for the`c all rules; b) the side conditions in the`c all rules are disjoint. Structurality of e in p follows by induction over proof trees, since eld p is never changed in a rule, and every e occurring in a eld or a closure is either the right side of a function de nition from p, or a substructure of another e eld.
Lemma 7.8 If a rule set is LR and locally deterministic, then for any values of the principal judgement's input elds there exists at most one proof tree T with those input elds at the root. Further, T can be constructed systematically (bottom-up, leftright without backtracking), starting with a root with un lled output elds. The basis for the remaining proofs is an analysis of the time and space to do this for the two semantics to be presented.
An observation on cardinality
The key point for e cient simulation is the fact that during the computation of p]] a 1 ; a 2 ; : : : ; a n ], all values of type Bool] must be su xes a i ; : : : ; a n ] of the input for 1 i n + 1, and thus can assume at most n + 1 di erent values. This in turn bounds the cardinality of the set of order k values of type by exp k+1 (a log n)), for some a independent of n.
The following makes this precise, letting Value ( a 1 ; a 2 ; : : : ; a n ]) Value be the set of all order k values of type that can be built while computing p]] a 1 ; a 2 ; : : : ; a n ].
Note that the last line below estimates the set of closures of type ! 0 , and not the set of functions of that type (there may be more closures than functions, since di erent expressions may compute the same function). De nition 7.9
Let p be a read-only program with data order k, let as = a 1 ; : : : ; a n ] 2 f0; 1g and let be a type. 
Proof
An easy induction to check that each inference rule preserves the property.
The following frequently used property asserts that the set of bounds exp k (a log n) is \closed under product," if a is allowed to vary.
Lemma 7.11
For any a; b and k 1, for all n exp k (a log n) exp k (b log n) exp k ((a + b) log n) Lemma 7.12 Let p be a read-only program with data order k. For any type in p, there is an a such that jValue (as)j exp k+1 (a log n)) for any as = a 1 ; : : : ; a n ], where jValue (as)j is the cardinality of Value (as).
Proof
Proof is by induction, rst on k and then on the structure of . Basis k = 0:
immediate if is Bool. If = Bool] we have jValue (as)j = n+1 exp 1 (2 log n)). bounds the number of closures (Lemma 7.11 again). Finally, the value of m and the number of function de nitions depends only on program p and not on the input length n, so the total size of Value ! 0 (as) is bounded by a nite sum of numbers of form exp k+1 (a 0 log n)), and so is bounded by exp k+1 (a log n)) for some a. Figure 7 .1 only shows the modi ed rules for variables and function application; extension to the others is routine. The judgement form for evaluating expressions is p, env; c`e! v; c 0 . It signi es that expression e is evaluated under environment env and cache c, yielding value v and cache c 0 , which perhaps extends c with some newly computed argument-value pairs. The judgement form for running programs is p]] a 1 ; a 2 ; : : : ; a n ] = a as before. 
Omitted for brevity, since based on standard implementation concepts. Lemma 7.14 Let p be a read-only program with data order k. Then the size of a computation tree T cache proving p]] a 1 ; a 2 ; : : : ; a n ] = a by the inference rules of Figure 7 .1 is bounded by exp k+1 (a log n)), for a constant a independent of n. for their appropriate types , by Lemma 7.10 (which also applies to the new semantics). By Lemma 7.12, the cardinality of Value (as) is bounded by exp k+1 (a log n)) for some a and all n. Thus the number of cache triples is also bounded by exp k+1 (a 0 log n)) for some a 0 .
The number of nodes in T cache is at most the product of the number of cache triples, the number of environments, the number of expressions in p, and the number of values. By earlier lemmas these are all bounded by exp k+1 (a log n)) for various a's and all n, so the result follows by Lemma 7.11. to the size of tree T cache , which by Lemma 7.14 is bounded by exp k+1 (a log n)) for appropriate a.
The time to look up any one cache entry (lookupcache) is at most logarithmic in the cache's total size, which is also dominated by exp k+1 (a 0 log n)) for suitable a 0 .
The amount of time for calls to arity, lookupfunction and zip are independent of as.
These operations can be implemented on a Turing machine with at most polynomial slowdown. Consequently the total time is bounded by exp k+1 (a 00 log n)) for suitable a 00 .
Theorem 7.17 ro k = exp k space. Proof Immediate from Theorems 6.12 and 7.16.
A semantics that is space-economical for tail recursive programs
The previous construction's running time was bounded by the product of the number of nodes in T cache and the time to process any one node. The situation is more delicate for space bounds, as the memory size goal to be achieved is considerably less than the size of the proof tree. Thus a careful analysis of the space required to traverse it will be needed. This alternative semantics is obtained from the original one by two changes. Examination of the inference rules just given reveals that the stack depth is increased only for non-tail calls, otherwise the stack depth stays unchanged. Since there are only r distinct function names, creation of a stack s of depth greater than r is impossible. We show that the algorithm above uses memory can be implemented using at most exp k (a log n)) bits for some a and all n. Note that any value depending only on program p is constant, since p is xed.
Memory for the stack: First, the program uses s in a \single-threaded" way, i.e., any time a new stack s 0 , etc. is constructed, the previous version will never be used again. Consequently only one copy of stack s is needed, and it can be stored globally.
By Lemma 7.12, at most log(exp k+1 (a log n)) = exp k (a log n)) bits are required to store any one variable. This implies that any stack frame (an environment env) on the stack occupies at most this amount multiplied by the number of p's parameters.
By Lemma 7.20, the stack depth is bounded by a program-dependent constant r, so the space to store the entire stack is a constant multiple of exp k (a log n) bits.
Local memory for the evaluation functions: Any one call of evalexp needs memory for the values of program p and expression e, plus the two values u and v. The rst two are constant, and the others each bounded by exp k (a log n) bits. Function evalcall follows the same pattern.
Global memory for the evaluation functions: Each call from function evalexp to itself decreases the syntactic argument e, so their depth is bounded by a constant. The call from evalexp to evalcall is a tail call and so requires no extra storage. The rst call from evalcall to evalexp is a non-tail call which implements a non-tail call in p; by Lemma 7.20 the call depth is bounded by r. The second call from evalcall to evalexp is a tail call which implements a tail call in p. Thus the current arguments to evalcall can be overwritten by evalexp's new arguments.
Conclusion: the memory required to implement the algorithm is at most a constant multiple of exp k (a log n) bits, and so is bounded by exp k (a 0 log n) bits for some a 0 . The same space bound can be realized on a Turing machine implementation. 8 Appendix. Connections with nite model theory Given a xed many-sorted signature S, an S-algebra A speci es a carrier set for every sort in S, and assigns a function of appropriate type as meaning to every operator symbol in S. In nite model theory S is often assumed to contain xed sorts \bool" and \ind". Algebra A respectively interprets these as sets f0; 1g and f0; 1; : : :; ng (for varying n), and interprets operations MIN; MAX : ind; NEXT : ind ! ind respectively as minimum 0, maximum n, and x : min(x + 1; n).
One concern of nite model theory is computation of \global functions" on nite S-algebras A. A program to de ne a global function f(A; x 1 ; : : : ; x m ) is given by a term t in a simply-typed lambda calculus containing the operator symbols of S, and either general xpoint operators or primitive recursion. Program semantics is de ned by evaluating the term, given as input a nite algebra A and values of appropriate types for x 1 ; : : : ; x m . Program terms t always have type boolean.
A typical theorem (Gurevich, 1983) is that a global function f is de nable by a rst-order primitive recursive term if and only if there exists a logspace Turing machine which, given as input an encoded algebra A de ning all the sort sets and operators in S, and some encoded inputs i 1 ; : : : ; i m to f, terminates with the encoded value of f(A; i 1 ; : : : ; i m ).
A connection with traditional complexity theory. What does this have to do with deciding membership in a set of strings A f0; 1g ? A connection can be made by considering signature S with sorts \bool" and \ind" and an operator symbol ' : ind ! bool.
Then an input-free global function f(A) of type f : ! bool is Turing-computed, as de ned above, by providing the machine with input that encodes (A bool ; A ind ; A ; A MIN ; A MAX ; A NEXT ) where A bool = f0; 1g is the interpretation of bool, and A ind = f0; 1; : : :; ng is the interpretation of \ind". The third component is ''s interpretation. This has type A ' : f0; 1; : : :; ng ! f0; 1gand so is in essence an n+1-bit string a 0 ...a n in f0; 1g .
The machine's output is the value of term t, a boolean value.
Thus computing f() amounts to producing a 0-1 answer for the bit string a 0 : : : a n which is given in the input interpretation, i.e., it amounts to deciding membership in a subset A of f0; 1g . It is furthermore clear that A is in, say, logspace i the Turing machine operates in space logarithmic in the size of A's representation.
